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1 Introduction
On this report, it is described the network solution that has been provided within
project IRMA. As it was stated on the proposal, project IRMA will provide a new
way to create and validate “World Class Enterprises” based on the creation of an
“Intelligent Virtual Factory” (IVF). The IVF will combine real and proposed
manufacturing operations in a Virtual environment to enable the optimisation of the 5
key functions of a factory, namely:

 Process Design
 Product Design
 Process Control
 Process Monitoring
 Staff Training

Project IRMA objective is to have all these processes carried out electronically
through a distributed system using a common database using simulation to model the
different processes. Virtual Reality workstations and theatres will be interconnected
via a secure network. This communication medium will be used as the “man machine
interface” so that all personnel involved (both locally and at remote locations) can
hold a virtual meeting in a virtual plant.

Given the high sensibility of the data associated with the design, planning and control
of a factory, project IRMA has integrated the mechanisms required to ensure
information privacy and integrity within the communication network as part of its
core components.

Following a methodological approach, project IRMA identified on its WP1 the
security requirements that should be fulfilled by the outputs carried out within the
project. On a second specification stage, it were analysed the different security
technologies that were considered more suitable to fulfil these requirements. Fruit of
this preliminary work, the building blocks that would compound the IRMA security
solution were set. On this document, the design of the final solution carried out is
provided together with the conclusions obtained from the trials performed and the
known-how acquired during its development.

1.1 Summary of project IRMA security requirements

The security requirements presented on this section have been extendedly treated both
on the users requirements and on the IRMA network security policy. On this section,
they are just enumerated in order to provide a base point to motivate the different
modules of the solution provided.

IRMA Virtual Factory trustiness will rely on its capacity to meet the following
requirements:
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 Access Control: Determines who may have access to information within a
system.

 Authentication: Verifies the identity of communicating parties.

 Privacy: Protects sensitive information from being viewed
indiscriminately.

 Integrity: Guarantee that information is not tampered with or altered.

The security delivered to the IRMA system will be function of its ability to fulfil all
these requirements. It will be a combination of forces flowing together towards an
integrated end solution. Next picture shows the security concept applied to project
IRMA:

IRMA Security Building Blocks

Security concerns related with the IRMA applications access were treated on the Irma
Security policy. This document established the guidelines and procedures that should
be implemented in order to guarantee the protection of the data managed by the core
simulation, storage and virtual reality modules included on the IRMA platform.
Besides the protection of the individual modules, it must be noted the source of
threats inherent to the creation of a distributed, global platform. Process distribution
and global access capabilities are key features of any system intended to operate in the
global economy age, nevertheless its provision is associated with the fact that they
usually relay on public –frequently shared- networks in order to provide its service at
an affordable cost. It is on this public networks where all the security threats reach
their maximum level of risk due to the existence of common communication channels
where unauthorized parties can sniff confidential data, modify it or gain access to
corporative system through the network access points. The IRMA platform must be
aware of all the previous concerns and must include the security technologies that
help on the reduction of the probability of these threads to become real security
incidents.
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1.2 Motivation

Internet protocol (IP) is unsurpassed as the base of large networks. It underlies
networks from medium-sized corporate LANs through to the Internet itself. More so
than any other protocol at any level of network architecture, IP is the universal
medium of communications — the lingua franca - of computers all around the world.
IP deserves its popularity. It is flexible, powerful, and well-suited to negotiate
communications between platforms with divergent capabilities.

However, IP-based networks have a weakness related to the structure of IP itself. IP’s
original architects had no reason to provide security features at the IP level, and IP’s
flexibility allows for some creative uses of the protocol that defeat traffic auditing,
access control and many other security measures. IP-based network data is, therefore,
wide open to tampering and eavesdropping. Mass media reports of the Internet’s
fundamental unsuitability for sending sensitive communications, while sometimes
sensationalized, have their basis in fact. The public and business know about the
Internet’s weakness, and they should.

The following graphs show the growth of the Internet related incidents and products
vulnerabilities through the last years. The data has been collected from the CERT
Coordination Center operated by the Carnegie Mellon University.
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A secure situation on a network environment can be resumed such as the situation
where the following requirements are provided:

• the person with whom you’re communicating really is that person
• no one can eavesdrop on your communication
• the communication you’ve received has not been altered in any

way during transmission
• the communication can be established whenever the two parties

agree.

These four security needs, in industry terms, are:
• authentication
• confidentiality
• integrity
• availability

1.3 Document scheme

The document is divided into the following chapters:

Chapter 1: Introduction

This chapter gives a brief introduction about the IRMA goals and the security
requirements to be addressed. Given the approach of use the Internet to achieve the
different facilities interconnection, a short introduction to the most common Internet
threats is presented.

Chapter 2: Network security solution design
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Chapter 2 provides a complete reference to the design of the security solution carried
out within project IRMA. It documents the different design decisions that have been
taken on the project and expose the architecture of the end solution. The description
of the system is performed through a presentation of the global system that gives
access to an in deep analysis of the different modules.

Chapter 3: Network Infrastructure Design

This chapter take a look on the different network topologies that have been designed
for the IRMA project. It proposes the four demonstration scenarios that have been
taken into consideration on the design of the security solution. Finally, it describes the
pilot network architectures that will be enabled for the European Pilot.

Chapter 4: Security Solution Trials

On this chapter it is summarized the different trials that have been performed against
the system. These trials have been made against three demonstration scenarios and
have taken measures on the number of security vulnerabilities faced by the system
and the network performance achieved by the system.

Chapter 5: Network Security Solution Installation & Configuration Guide

Chapter 5 provides some guidelines about how to setting up the security solution. It
assumes that readers of this chapter have experience on the installation and setting up
of UNIX derived systems and IP networks. Parting from this point, it is provided
information about the required software packages that are required, the installation
procedure and some tips in order to avoid common fails. Finally, it documents the
process of optimising the system platform in order to increment the performance of
the security solution.

Chapter 6: Network Security Functional Description

This chapter provides a functional description for the different applications that have
been delivered as part of the network security solution. On this line, it is document
how to build and administer VPN (Virtual Private Network) connections, how to use
the different kinds of authentication, differences among then, etc. Similar information
is provided for the Firewall and IDS (Intrusion Detection System) modules.

Chapter 7: Conclusions

It provides an overview of the different conclusions that have been reached through
the development of the IRMA security module. On this line, it is analysed the
convenience of using open source tools to build the system, security delivered by the
system and whether the system delivered meets the initial expectatives.

Chapter 8: Bibliography

Information sources consulted on the elaboration of this document.
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2 Network security solution design

This chapter is devoted to the analysis of the security solution design. On this line it is
provided an initial description of the building blocks of the system that gives pass to
an in deep discussion on the different modules delivered within the system.

IRMA network security solution is composed of three different security solutions
shipped together with an Integrated Administration Environment (IAE) designed to
allow full control, intuitive management of the system.

2.1 Global overview of the network security solution

As it has been stated previously, the requirements stage of the project performed and
in deep analysis of the different weaknesses that should be addressed within the
project deliverables. These requirements analysis was completed with definition the
different security services that should be incorporated into the IRMA VF in order to
ship the trustful searched system. These network security services can be enumerated
as:

 Access Control: Determines who may have access to the IRMA
information systems/networks.

 Authentication: Verifies the identity of communicating parties.

 Privacy: Protects sensitive information from being viewed
indiscriminately.

 Integrity: Guarantees that information is not tampered with or altered.

In order to achieve the high degree of security required, the security architecture has
integrated some of the most powerful technologies released on the above-identified
areas. The following paragraphs provide a short description of the different
technologies that have been selected to build up the IRMA security module.

Secure Access Control/Authentication: The first step to enable a secure system is to
provide the technologies and mechanisms that would make possible to properly
identify who is trying to use the system and what are the privileges given to a user to
access the IRMA subnetworks. In order to achieve this objective, special attention
have been paid to technologies such Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)..

Secure Information Networks: Once it’s granted who is accessing the information
system, a secure mechanism able to ensure undisclosed transmission of data through
the different equipments that conform the IRMA platform was required. The selected
mechanism should be able to operate on public networks such Internet offering
enough bandwidth to allow world wide users communicate on a flexible way. Besides
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the flexibility and global access offered by the usage of public networks, it should be
granted the protection of the data travelling through the network. Fortunately, this is
not a new problem and nowadays it has been released a big set of advanced
cryptographic technologies have been proposed to address this problem. One of the
most promising technologies on this arena can be found on Virtual Private Networks
(VPN). VPNs approach provide a mechanism to build computer networks through
public networks with a security degree similar to the one achieved on an local
intranet. Following the state of the art, the IRMA architecture has integrated the
achievements obtained under the development of the next generation of Internet
protocols (IPv6) and collected under the IPSec virtual private networking
specification. Special attention have been paid to the integration of the IPSec
technology with Public Key Infrastructures (PKI).

VPN approach have been enhanced with the development and integration of the
Firewall technology. This approach will make possible the access restriction to the
IRMA subnetworks from non-authorised locations. On this line, the firewall delivered
have been integrated and implemented inside the R&D project effort to ensure the
best suit to the IRMA security requirements.

Data Integrity: On an environment where all the information is transmitted without
human interaction it is important to ensure that the work done by any of the
collaborators on a given project doesn’t suffer any unauthorised modification. Data
Integrity is an old study area on cryptography and several algorithms able to ensure
that data is not modified has been realized on the last years. Besides integrity while
the data is in transit, it has been integrated within the IRMA system, technologies able
to detect data corruption while it is stored on the IRMA servers.

Graphical Interface – Remote administration capabilities: Besides the integration
of advances security technologies, the second key to build a secure system is to make
it on a way that makes easy users work. Providing a nice interface to the security
tools, it will be ensured a decrement on the adaptation time of new users that will
enable a fast implementation of the security checks. Due to the distributed nature of
the platform, the administration tools have been designed to allow remote
administration through the Internet. On this line it has been provided a graphical web
interface and a backup administration access to the secure gateways.

The following image shows a conceptual diagram of the IRMA Network Security
Architecture describing an example scenario:
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IRMA Security Architecture

Taking input from the last industry tendencies, the overall network security platform
has been build up using Open Source solutions. On this line, the main objective of
provide a secure connection to shared networks has been completed with the
evaluation of current state of the art of open source solution for its application on
Corporative and Administration environments. This subject is discussed on next
section.

2.2 Utilization of Open Source Solutions

The widespread availability of source code for UNIX operating systems and programs
has been a boom for security administrators. Providing source code for programs is an
old tradition in computing; recently, with the increasing popularity of open source
operating systems like Linux and programs like Apache, the tradition has been
formalized. A group of free software evangelists lead by Eric S. Raymond have
formed a non-profit organization that, among other things, has trademarked the term
"Open Source" (see http://www.opensource.org/).

The benefits of open source security software are numerous. In a process similar to
peer review in the scientific community, open source code can be analyzed, audited,
and vetted by dozens, hundreds, or even thousands of concerned practitioners. Bugs
and other aberrations can be quickly discovered and patched, creating a substantial
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disincentive for programmers to place back doors, Trojan Horses, and other kinds of
malicious code in their programs. In this way, open source software can be more
trustworthy than proprietary software, illustrating what Raymond calls "Linus's Law"
(after Linux inventor Linus Torvalds): "Given enough eyeballs, all bugs are shallow."
Given open source, security problems can be characterized quickly and the fix will be
obvious to someone.

In January 1999, attackers were able to plant a Trojan Horse version of the
TCP/Wrappers tool on a well-known FTP site -- since source code is available, the
back door was quickly noticed and removed. Contrast this with a monolithic operating
system like Windows 2000, which has tens of millions of lines of secret, bug-ridden
code. Without access to the source code, customers are 100% reliant on the good will
and competence of the Microsoft Corporation.

Naturally, just because a program's source is available doesn't necessarily means it's
secure -- what it’s called "security through disclosure" isn't foolproof (though it's
usually stronger than "security through obscurity". It's theoretically possibly for a
programmer to create clean source code that nonetheless includes a Trojan Horse. In
general, source code needs to be widely distributed, reviewed, and fixed in order for
its openness to be a security benefit. There have been cases in which popular UNIX
utilities with available source have stumbled along for years with significant
vulnerabilities-- perhaps people assume that a program that's been around for a while
must be safe, or perhaps people were just too lazy or busy to fix it. Conversely, some
of the most secure programs are probably deployed by national security organizations,
with top-secret source code.

In some ways, open source can make it easier for the "bad guys" to find security holes
in the first place, creating an ongoing "cat-and-mouse" game in which cooperating
developers attempt to find and patch holes before they can be exploited. This is where
the "sunshine effect" comes into play. Karsten M. Self describes this:

There's still what I call the sunshine effect -- the good guys can act
overtly, the bad guys must act covertly. Everyone -- good guy or bad --
has an interest in seeing that their own systems are secure. Hacks will
happen, but both alerts and fixes will be communicated rapidly. While
crackers operate behind pseudonyms, anonymous remailers, owned
systems, and IRC, legitimate operators can communicate openly and to
authoritative information channels (e.g.: CERT).

Community plays a large role in open source software. As Self points out, every
UNIX operator has an interest in security. This communal interest gets played out in
the open source community space, where good will and the free exchange of ideas
and code benefits everyone. If you have a problem with an open source tool, you have
a good shot at finding a solution online.

There are additional benefits of open source security tools. Most of them are more or
less "free"; the solutions are available to anyone with the time and need to install
them. This helps put the "little guys" on the same footing as large corporations,
security-wise. An open source tool puts the system administrator in control of the
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level of risk assumed in deploying the tool. Perhaps you don't trust the open source
developer any more than the proprietary vendor. Then you can audit the code
yourself, or hire someone to do it for you. Finally, open source solutions are by their
nature dynamic. Perhaps a tool doesn't do exactly what you need -- you can break
open the code and fix it yourself. Open source provides a flexibility not available in
closed products.

2.3 Base Platform

Among the different operating systems that can be found on the market, there is one
who has experienced an outstanding expansion on the last decade, its name is Linux.
Linux is an operating system that was initially created as a hobby by a young student,
Linus Torvalds, at the University of Helsinki in Finland. He began his work in 1991
when he released version 0.02 and worked steadily until 1994 when version 1.0 of the
Linux Kernel was released. The current full-featured version is 2.4.16 (released
January 2002) and development continues.

Very far from its initial experimental proposals, Linux has become one of the majors
promises on the computing industry due to the very nature of Linux's functionality
and availability. Having gained support from the main server manufacturers in the
market, it is present both on the server and desktop environments. Among its different
features it must be noted its development and distribution under the GNU General
Public License and the free availability of its source code to everyone. Linux may be
used for a wide variety of purposes including networking, software development, and
as an end-user platform. Linux is often considered an excellent, low-cost alternative to
other more expensive operating systems.

On the following points it is established the different reasons that have determinate
the utilization of Linux as heart of the IRMA network security solution:

• Linux is a complete operating system that is:

• stable - the crash of an application is much less likely to bring down
the operating system under Linux

• reliable - Linux servers are often up for hundreds of days compared
with the regular reboots required with a Windows system

• extremely powerful

• Comes with a complete development environment, including C, C++, Fortran
compilers, toolkits such as Qt and scripting languages such as Perl, Awk and
sed. A C compiler for Windows alone would set you back hundreds of dollars.

• Excellent networking facilities: allowing you to share CPUs, share Internte
connections, routing capabilities, modems etc;

• Availability of Open Source security and cryptographic packages: High
security, mature packages can be found on the Internet that can be freely used
to enable secure hosts.
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• An operating system that is easily upgradeable: Linux comes with a number of
modules that can be easily upgraded with low impact on system availability.
Besides its capabilities for package upgrade, it must be noted the extensibility
features faced by Linux both at kernel and application levels.

• Supports multiple processors and distributed systems load balancing: This
support is base to enable extended scalability features.

• True multi-tasking; the ability to run more than one program at the same time.

• Base platform for the majority of the Open Source solutions currently
available.

• A wide variety of commercial software is available if project needs aren't
satisfied by the free software.

• An excellent window system called X; the equivalent of Windows but much
more flexible, that makes from it a comfortable debug and development
environment.

2.4 VPN Module

IRMA VPN module is based on the utilization of the IPSec protocol as base point for
the establishment of secure communications over Internet. The selection of the IPSec
protocol among the different options available was discussed on DE10:
“Interconnection policy and communications architecture”. The main advantages for
the adoption of IPSec are:

- Part of the IP version 6 specification: On this line the utilization of this
standard will allow an easy migration of the VPN system to IP version
6 networks.

- Dual Authentication of data source and destination: VPN
establishment will be always preceded by an accurate authentication of
the two IPSec extremes. IPSec flexibility allows, among others, entity
authentication based on the utilization of symmetric keys, asymmetric
keys or X.509 digital certificates.

- Integrity and authentication of data sources: Each data package
transmitted over the network will be authenticated and integrity
checked independently.

- Confidentiality: IPSec allows the utilization of dynamic cipher keys
and the utilization of high security cryptographic algorithms as 3DES,
AES, etc.

- Detection of forwarded (faked) packages: Authentication protects
against identity supplanting, however an attacker would be able to
capture packages and forward them to its destination.

IPSec Virtual Private Networking power has been brought to project IRMA by means
of the open source initiative FreeS/WAN. Project FreeS/WAN aims to deliver a high
end solution for the establishment of IPSEC VPNs taking as base point the Linux
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operating  system. Its outstanding implementation of the IPSec protocol is been used
by several –market leaders- companies for interoperability testing purposes.

Besides the different advantages of project FreeSWAN, it must be noted that this
project is focused on the development of the network security protocol and the
integration of advanced features such as opportunistic encryption. On this line, the
procedures and documentation delivered require advance knowledge on system
administration, network communications and security concepts.

On behalf of the ideas expressed on the above paragraph, the contribution performed
on the context of project IRMA allows fixing the inconveniences of the open source
solution with the addition of the functionalities that made it a good option for SME
without high technical resources:

- Integration of the PKI approach within FreeSWAN. This integration
will allow an increase on the security of the global system and
significant reduction on keys management complexity.

- Availability of intuitive human interfaces.
- Extension of the documentation.
- Support on installation and testing within the scope of the IRMA

project.

2.5 Firewall Module

Since the IRMA security gateways are designed to allow systems
cooperation/communication over unsecured connections (ie. Internet), it is required
the integration of firewall capabilities in order to restrict the transit of data packages
from/to the Internet.

According to the global approach given to the IRMA security solution, the firewall
solution will be based on  an open source solution running on top of the Linux
operating system. Taken these requirements as input, the solution adopted on the
project is based on the integration of project “netfilter” inside the security boxes.
Netfilter project has taken the relief of previous Linux filter firewall project. On this
line, its developing team departed from the know-how and maturity achieved within
the “ipfwadm” and “ipchains” projects to develop a new generation firewall able to be
integrated on Linux 2.4 and 2.5 kernels.

Among its different features, it must be noted the inclusion of stateful inspection
capabilities. On this line, packets incoming/going from/to the extranet can be analysed
taking into account the status of the connection instead of analysing the different
packets on an independent way. Other interesting features of this solution are its full
support for all kinds of network address translation (NAT) and its flexible and
extensible architecture.

The integration and implantation of the “netfilter” project has contemplate the
firewall core module, the console administration interface (iptables) and the
connection tracking as well as the NAT subsystems.
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With the objective of contribute to the extension and applicability of this open source
solution, significant work has been performed on the search and inclusion of quality
documentation and intuitive interfaces to the Security Solution. This work has been
translated on the integration of a visual firewall configuration tool within the context
of the Remote Web Administration service deployed on the scope of the project.

In parallel with the above objective, effort has been devoted to allow the  dynamic
modification of the firewall policy depending on the connections incoming from the
Virtual Private Network connections.

2.6 Intrusion Detection Module

One hundred percent security is an utopia. XXI century computing systems suffers
from glaring security problems that, if ignored or underestimated, could have
disastrous results for unprepared sites. Inherent problems with network services, the
complexity of hosts configuration, vulnerabilities introduced on the software
development process are only some of the problems present on all the computer
systems and that must deal an intruder to improperly access unprepared machines.

All the other modules described on this section are oriented to the active fight against
attacks on the information transmitted or the security gateways. On this section, it is
described the solution integrated on the IRMA security solution in order to detect that
the other security measures has been harmed and an attacker has achieved access to
the IRMA security gateway.

Following the common approach given to the project, the solution able to detect
intrusions on the security gateways should be available as open source and should run
on top of Linux gateways. After the evaluation of the different solutions available on
the market, it was determined the convenience of base the IDS functionality on
project AIDE (Advanced Intrusion Detection Environment).

Project AIDE is an open initiative for the development of an IDS based on file
integrity checking  offering advanced integrity analysis functionalities. Aide
constructs a database of the files specified as input. The Aide database stores various
file attributes including: permissions, inode number, user, group, file size, mtime and
ctime, atime, growing size and number of links. Aide also creates a cryptographic
checksum or hash of each file using one or a combination of the following message
digest algorithms: sha1, md5, rmd160, tiger.

Typically, a system administrator will create an AIDE database on a new system
before it is brought onto the network. This first AIDE database is a snapshot of the
system in it's normal state and the yardstick by which all subsequent updates and
changes will be measured. The database should contain information about key system
binaries, libraries, header files, all files that are expected to remain the same over
time. The database probably should not contain information about files which change
frequently like log files, mail spools, proc filesystems, user's home directories, or
temporary directories. After a break-in, an administrator would be able to quickly
identify changes to key files and have a fairly high degree of confidence as to the
accuracy of these findings.
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Besides the integration of the AIDE console tools, it has been performed a
contribution to the development and commercial usage of the AIDE system consisting
on the design and development of an intuitive administration interface and the
production of extended documentation enabling the utilization of the module by non-
security aware system administrators.

2.7 Remote Administration module

As it is has been exposed through this chapter, besides the main requirement of
achieve a secure gateway for the transmission of confidential –integrity aware- data,
there was a second objective to be taken on mind: The delivery of a nice
administration interface enabling non-security specialized administrators to painless
set up and monitor security services.

After the evaluation of different host administration products, it was decided the
integration inside project IRMA of webmin configuration environment. The decision
was made due to its outstanding flexibility, its remote accessibility via standard web
browsing protocols (http and https) and the big number of system services and
platforms supported. All this reasons are making from Webmin the “de facto”
standard for remote administration on Linux environments.

Webmin, a simple, open source powerful browser-based interface for system
administration. Using any browser that supports tables and forms, Webmin can
perform routine system administration tasks such as managing users and groups,
adding and deleting software packages, manipulating filesystems, and managing disk
quotas. It can also control a wide variety of server programs, such as FTP, Apache,
DHCP, PPP, DNS, and Sendmail. Finally, Webmin contains modules for
administering network cards, disk partitions, printers, and of course, for configuring
Webmin itself.

Internally, Webmin consists of a simple Web server, and a number of CGI ( Common
Gateway Interface) programs that directly update system files, such as /etc/inetd.conf
and /etc/passwd. The Web server and all CGI programs are written in Perl version 5,
and use only standard Perl modules.

Inside project IRMA, Webmin capabilities has been extended to support the
administration of the security services delivered within the project. On this line, it has
been designed and developed the following Webmin modules:

• The development of a VPN management module enabling the remote creation,
administration and monitoring of both VPNs and key management procedures.

• The development of an IDS management module enabling the remote
definition of checking rule sets and the testing of alterations on system
integrity.
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Besides the development of the above modules, complementary work has been
performed on the integration of an Firewall remote administration module within
Webmin. The Firewall administration module has been developed by Tim Niemueller
and can be downloaded from http://www.niemueller.de.

2.8 Complementary services

On this section, it is described the different security-related services that has been
integrated and set up on the security gateways. More precisely, it is described the
services included to allow secure remote logging on the IRMA gateways and the
module included for the registration of the different events happened on the system.

Secure remote logging is provided by means of the SSH protocol suite and the
implementation performed on project OpenSSH. OpenSSH is an open source version
of the SSH protocol suite of network connectivity tools that increasing numbers of
people on the Internet are coming to rely on. Many users of telnet, rlogin, ftp, and
other such programs might not realize that their password is transmitted across the
Internet unencrypted, but it is. OpenSSH encrypts all traffic (including passwords) to
effectively eliminate eavesdropping, connection hijacking, and other network-level
attacks. Additionally, OpenSSH provides a myriad of secure tunneling capabilities, as
well as a variety of authentication methods.

Other services that have been set up on the security gateways includes logging,
programmed command execution.

2.9 Security Gateways Architecture

On this section it is provided the global picture of the different software integrated on
the IRMA security gateways. The objective followed with this section is providing a
global overview of the whole security system and the relations existing between its
core components. Within this objective, it is delivered a first diagram containing the
different conceptual modules followed by a second one showing the concrete software
products delivered.

http://www.niemueller.de/
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Security Gateways Module Architecture

The following image shows an accurate overview of the different products that have
been delivered within the security gateways:

Security Gateways Detailed architecture
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3 Network infrastructure design

3.1 BNFL demonstrator network design

On this section it is described the network infrastructure that would be set up for the
installation and later demonstration of the pilot application addressing the
development of a virtual plant control module for the validation of the process
operations and the operability of the control system.

The demonstration environment for the IRMA application will consist of four core
components:

- Control and Simulation server: This server will contain the logic of the
different devices that will be managed through the VR interface.
Among other functionalities, it will be able to transparently allow the
connection to the physical factory machines or to their simulations.

- Virtual reality server and associated hardware: Server in charge of
bring to live the different representations performed of the factories,
robots, etc.

- System integration gateway: Server where it will be run the system in
charge of allow the cooperation between the different software and
hardware devices identified within the project architecture.

- Security Gateways: Servers enabling the secure communication among
the different modules identified in the project.

Due to the especial nature of BNFL business, UK regulations don’t allow the
utilization of experimental equipment for the connection of nuclear plants to the
public networks. On this line, it has been designed a demonstration environment able
to simulate the behaviour of the Internet. This simulation will consist on the
implantation of fibre optic links and the utilization of extra routing devices for the link
of the different IRMA modules.

On the following image it is graphically described the network architecture designed
for the validation of the process operations and the operability of the control system
application.
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Network architecture for the application in charge of Process and Control
System Validation
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4 Security Solution Trials

4.1 Performance tests

This section shows some test results to determine transfer rates between VPN
connection sides, using different combinations of configurations. This tests have been
realized over a model following this architecture:

Trial architecture

This architecture is formed by two gateways directly connected by a 100 Mbps
Ethernet, and several computers connected to both gateways, forming two separated
networks, that only can connect each other through the gateways.

The next bar graphics, show the transfer rate between two machines, one in the left
subnet and other in the right subnet. First test is done with firewall-forwarding
deactivated in both gateways.

The first column results are for a connection using ESP authentication protocol. We
can see a notable difference between transmissions using IPComp compression and
transmissions not using it (near 2 Mbits/sec).

Second column shows results for the same test but using AH authentication protocol.
There is a transfer rate loss if we compare with the previous test, but the difference
between using or not using IPComp compression is equivalent.
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The next bar graphic shows the results obtained in the same test, but with both
gateways doing firewall-forwarding. As we can see the results achieved are very
similar to the previous ones. Only a minimum performance loss is appreciated in these
tests.
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4.2 Vulnerabilities Scanner Results

On this section it is shown an example of the results obtained from the execution of
Nessus Vulnerability Scanner against the security gateways. Only three security notes
were found, regarding to general information about the protocols and services
available on the gateway. Similar results have been obtained after the execution of
other well known scanners such as Satan or SARA.

Please, note that these tests have been made without firewall protection, so it is a
complete exposure situation. With the firewall protection enabled, the possibilities of
experience a successful attack will be reduced accordingly.

Number of hosts which were alive during the test : 1
Number of security holes found : 0
Number of security notes found : 3

List of the tested hosts :
• 193.140.2.4 (Security warnings found)

193.140.2.4 :
List of open ports :

• ssh (22/tcp) (Security notes found)
• unknown (10000/tcp)
• general/udp (Security notes found)
• general/tcp (Security notes found)

Information found on port ssh (22/tcp)
Remote SSH version : ssh-1.99-openssh_3.0.2p1

Information found on port general/udp
For your information, here is the traceroute to 193.140.2.4 :
193.140.2.4

Information found on port general/tcp
QueSO has found out that the remote host OS is
* Standard: Solaris 2.x, Linux 2.1.???, Linux 2.2, MacOS
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5 Network security Installation and
configuration guide

This chapter is devoted to provide a short overview on the installation process for the
different modules conforming the security solution. The installation process for all the
required modules is described and some useful tips are provided in order to minimize
the effort required in order to build up the solution.

5.1 Platform Installation

5.1.1 Red Hat Linux 7.2 installation tips

From the distribution disks, insert the installation CD (be sure your machine boots
from CD) and follow the instructions shown in the screen. The installation program
will ask for the packets to be installed on the machine. Next table depicts the different
software packages1 that should be installed on the security gateways:

anacron-2.3-17 ash-0.3.7-2 authconfig-4.1.19-1 autoconf-2.13-14
autofs-3.1.7-21 automake-1.4p5-2 basesystem-7.0-2 bash-2.05-8
bc-1.06-5 bdflush-1.5-17 bind-utils-9.1.3-4 binutils-2.11.90.0.8-9
bison-1.28-7 byacc-1.9-19 bzip2-1.0.1-4 bzip2-devel-1.0.1-4
bzip2-libs-1.0.1-4 chkconfig-1.2.24-1 cipe-1.4.5-6 console-tools-19990829-36
cpio-2.4.2-23 cpp-2.96-98 cracklib-2.7-12 cracklib-dicts-2.7-12
crontabs-1.10-1 ctags-5.0.1-2 cyrus-sasl-1.5.24-20 cyrus-sasl-devel-1.5.24-20
cyrus-sasl-md5-1.5.24-20 cyrus-sasl-plain-1.5.24-20 db1-1.85-7 db1-devel-1.85-7
db2-2.4.14-7 db3-3.2.9-4 db3-devel-3.2.9-4 db3-utils-3.2.9-4
dev-3.2-5 dev86-0.15.5-1 dhcpcd-1.3.18pl8-13 diffstat-1.28-1
diffutils-2.7.2-2 docbook-dtd30-sgml-1.0-10 docbook-dtd31-sgml-1.0-10 docbook-dtd40-sgml-1.0-11
docbook-dtd41-sgml-1.0-10 docbook-style-dsssl-1.64-3 docbook-utils-0.6.9-2 dosfstools-2.7-1
dump-0.4b22-6 e2fsprogs-1.23-2 e2fsprogs-devel-1.23-2 eject-2.0.9-2
expat-1.95.1-7 expat-devel-1.95.1-7 file-3.35-2 filesystem-2.1.6-2
fileutils-4.1-4 findutils-4.1.7-1 flex-2.5.4a-15 ftp-0.17-12
gawk-3.1.0-3 gcc-2.96-98 gcc-c++-2.96-98 gcc-g77-2.96-98
gdb-5.0rh-15 gdbm-1.8.0-10 gdbm-devel-1.8.0-10 gettext-0.10.38-7
glib-1.2.10-5 glibc-2.2.4-13 glibc-common-2.2.4-13 glibc-devel-2.2.4-13
gmp-3.1.1-4 gmp-devel-3.1.1-4 gnupg-1.0.6-3 gpm-1.19.3-20
gpm-devel-1.19.3-20 grep-2.4.2-7 groff-1.17.2-3 gzip-1.3-15
info-4.0b-3 initscripts-6.40-1 iproute-2.2.4-14 iptables-1.2.3-1
iputils-20001110-6 kbdconfig-1.9.14-1 kernel-2.4.7-10 kernel-headers-2.4.7-10
kernel-source-2.4.7-10 krb5-libs-1.2.2-13 ksymoops-2.4.1-1 kudzu-0.99.23-1
kudzu-devel-0.99.23-1 less-358-21 libjpeg-6b-16 libjpeg-devel-6b-16
libpng-1.0.12-2 libpng-devel-1.0.12-2 libstdc++-2.96-98 libstdc++-devel-2.96-98
libtermcap-2.0.8-28 libtermcap-devel-2.0.8-28 libtiff-3.5.5-13 libtiff-devel-3.5.5-13
libtool-1.4-8 libtool-libs-1.4-8 lilo-21.4.4-14 lockdev-1.0.0-14
lockdev-devel-1.0.0-14 logrotate-3.5.9-1 logwatch-2.1.1-3 lokkit-0.50-6
losetup-2.11g-5 lsof-4.51-2 lv-4.49.4-3 lynx-2.8.4
m4-1.4.1-5 mailx-8.1.1-22 make-3.79.1-8 MAKEDEV-3.2-5
man-1.5i2-6 man-pages-1.39-2 mingetty-0.9.4-18 mkbootdisk-1.4.2-3
mkinitrd-3.2.6-1 mktemp-1.5-11 mm-1.1.3-1 mm-devel-1.1.3-1
modutils-2.4.6-4 mount-2.11g-5 mouseconfig-4.23-1 ncompress-4.2.4-24
ncurses-5.2-12 ncurses-devel-5.2-12 netconfig-0.8.11-7 net-tools-1.60-3
newt-0.50.33-1 newt-devel-0.50.33-1 nmap-2.54BETA22-3 nscd-2.2.4-13
ntsysv-1.2.24-1 openjade-1.3-17 openldap-devel-2.0.11-13 pam_krb5-1.46-1
pam-0.75-14 pam-devel-0.75-14 parted-1.4.16-8 passwd-0.64.1-7
patch-2.5.4-10 pax-1.5-4 pciutils-2.1.8-23 pciutils-devel-2.1.8-23

                                                
1 Some of these package are only required for the compilation and link process of some open source
solutions. On this line, system administrators will be able to remove them on production environments.
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pcre-3.4-2 pcre-devel-3.4-2 perl-5.6.0-17 perl-SGMLSpm-1.03ii-4
pidentd-3.0.14-1 pinfo-0.6.1-2 pmake-1.45-4 popt-1.6.3-1.03
portmap-4.0-38 procinfo-18-2 procmail-3.21-1 procps-2.0.7-11
psmisc-20.1-2 pspell-0.12.2-3 pwdb-0.61.1-3 python-1.5.2-35
python-devel-1.5.2-35 python-xmlrpc-1.5.0-1 quota-3.01pre9-3 radvd-0.6.2pl4-1
rdate-1.0-8 readline-4.2-2 readline-devel-4.2-2 redhat-release-7.2-1
reiserfs-utils-3.x.0j-2 rmt-0.4b22-6 rootfiles-7.2-1 rpm-4.0.3-1.03
rpm-build-4.0.3-1.03 rpm-devel-4.0.3-1.03 rpm-python-4.0.3-1.03 rsync-2.4.6-5
screen-3.9.9-3 sed-3.02-10 setup-2.5.7-1 setuptool-1.8-2
shadow-utils-20000902-4 sharutils-4.2.1-8 sh-utils-2.0.11-5 slang-1.4.4-4
slang-devel-1.4.4-4 slocate-2.6-1 stat-2.5-2 strace-4.3-2
stunnel-3.19-1 sudo-1.6.3p7-2 swig-1.1p5-10 symlinks-1.2-13
sysklogd-1.4.1-4 syslinux-1.52-2 sysstat-4.0.1-2 SysVinit-2.78-19
tar-1.13.19-6 tcl-8.3.3-65 tcp_wrappers-7.6-19 tcsh-6.10-6
telnet-0.17-20 termcap-11.0.1-10 texinfo-4.0b-3 textutils-2.0.14-2
time-1.7-14 timeconfig-3.2.2-1 tmpwatch-2.8-2 traceroute-1.4a12-1
units-1.55-10 up2date-2.7.2-7.x.6 utempter-0.5.2-6 util-linux-2.11f-9
vim-common-5.8-7 vim-minimal-5.8-7 vixie-cron-3.0.1-63 which-2.12-3
whois-1.0.9-1 words-2-17 zlib-1.1.3-24 zlib-devel-1.1.3-24

Once we have the system installed, next thing we have to do is configure the kernel.

5.1.2 Kernel configuration tips

The security gateway delivered to IRMA has been tested with Kernel version 2.4.16.
Latest version of the kernel source code can be downloaded from
http://www.kernel.org.

First step is to launch the kernel configuration script from the kernel source directory
(generally /usr/src/linux). It can be done in several ways:

 make config. This is for text mode and starts a configure script which ask
you about all possible parameters supported by the kernel.

 make menuconfig. Also for text mode, but more intuitive and easy to use.
 make xconfig. This is for graphic mode, executed from xwindow system.

When the configure script ends, it also tells user to `make dep' and (possibly) `clean'.
So, `make dep' must be next step. This insures that all of the dependencies, such the
include files, are in place. It does not take long, unless the machine is fairly slow to
begin with. For older versions of the kernel, when finished, a `make clean' should be
done. This removes all of the object files and some other things that an old version
leaves behind. In any case, do not forget this step before attempting to recompile a
kernel.

After depending and cleaning, next steps are `make bzImage' or `make bzdisk' (this
is the part that takes a long time.). `make bzImage' will compile the kernel, and leave
a file in arch/i386/boot called `bzImage' (among other things). This is the new
compressed kernel. `make bzdisk' does the same thing, but also places the new
bzImage on a floppy disk which you hopefully put in drive ``A:''. `bzdisk' is fairly
handy for testing new kernels; if it bombs (or just doesn't work right), just remove the
floppy and boot with the old kernel. It can also be a handy way to boot if kernel is
accidentally removed.

All even halfway reasonably recent kernels are compressed, hence the `bz' in front of
the names. A compressed kernel automatically decompresses itself when executed.
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Another interesting use of make is `make mrproper'. This will do a more extensive
cleaning, which sometimes is necessary (user may wish to do it at every patch). `make
mrproper' will also delete the kernel configuration file, so it is recommended to make
a backup of it (.config) in case it is valuable.

Next step is installing the new compiled kernel. This is done with `make install'.

If in the kernel configuration step, it have been choosen to support things with
modules, now is time to compile and install them too. This is done with `make
modules' that starts the modules compilation process, and finally `make
modules_install' that will install the compiled modules.

For more information on Kernel configuration and installation, see document at
http://www.linuxdoc.org/HOWTO/Kernel-HOWTO.html.

5.2 OpenSSL Installation

This section will have a look on the main steps required in order to achieve a
successful installation of the OpenSSL cryptography software. The latest version of
the OpenSSL cryptography package can be downloaded from http://www.openssl.org.

First step is to configure OpenSSL for current operation system automatically:

       $ ./config [options]

Some options for this script are:
 --prefix=DIR. Install in DIR/bin, DIR/lib, DIR/include/openssl. Configuration

files used by OpenSSL will be in DIR/ssl or the directory specified by option
openssldir.

 --openssldir=DIR. Directory for OpenSSL files. If no prefix is specified, the
library files and binaries are also installed there.

 rsaref. Build with RSADSI's RSAREF toolkit (this assumes that librsaref.a is
in the library search path).

 no-shared. Don't try to create shared libraries.
 shared. In addition to the usual static libraries, create shared libraries on

platforms where it's supported.
 no-<cipher>. Build without the specified cipher (bf, cast, des, dh, dsa, hmac,

md2, md5, mdc2, rc2, rc4, rc5, rsa, sha). The crypto/<cipher> directory can be
removed after running "make depend".

This guesses at your operating system (and compiler, if necessary) and configures
OpenSSL based on this guess. Run ./config -t to see if it guessed correctly.

When configuration is done, it’s time to build OpenSSL by running:
       $ make

This will build the OpenSSL libraries (libcrypto.a and libssl.a) and the OpenSSL
binary ("openssl"). The libraries will be built in the top-level directory, and the binary
will be in the "apps" directory.

http://www.linuxdoc.org/HOWTO/Kernel-HOWTO.html
http://www.openssl.org/
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After a successful build, the libraries should be tested. Run:
$ make test

If everything tests ok, install OpenSSL with
$ make install

This will create the installation directory (if it does not exist) and then the following
subdirectories:

 certs. Initially empty, this is the default location for certificate files.
 man/man1. Manual pages for the 'openssl' command line tool.
 man/man3. Manual pages for the libraries (very incomplete).
 misc. Various scripts.
 Private. Initially empty, this is the default location for private key files.

If no different installation prefix was chosen, the following additional subdirectories
will be created:

 bin. Contains the openssl binary and a few other utility programs.
 include/openssl. Contains the header files needed if you want to compile

programs with libcrypto or libssl.
 lib. Contains the OpenSSL library files themselves.

5.3 FreeS/WAN Installation tips

To install this software, give anyone of the following commands, from the source
directory:

• make oldgo: Uses FreeS/WAN's default settings for some kernel
configuration options. Leaves all other options unchanged from your last
kernel configuration.

• make ogo: Invokes config so you can configure the kernel from the
command line.

• make menugo:Invokes menuconfig so you can configure the kernel with text-
mode menus.

• make xgo:Invokes xconfig so you can configure the kernel in an X window.

It is recommended to save the new configuration even if no changes was taken.
This ensures that the FreeS/WAN changes are actually seen by the system.

There are few options in the FreeS/WAN part of kernel configuration. For most of
them, we recommend that to make no changes.

To install the new kernel generated by the scripts the easy way, just give this
command in the FreeS/WAN directory: make kinstall. The previous command
will install the new kernel and, if required, the modules to go with it. Errors, if any,
are reported in out.kinstall.

Using make kinstall from the FreeS/WAN directory is equivalent to giving the
following sequence of commands in /usr/src/linux:
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• make

• make install

• make modules

• make modules_install

This sequence can be used instead, if the user prefer.

Make sure Lilo knows about the new kernel. Check lilo.conf(5) file to ensure it points
to the right kernel, then run lilo(8) to read lilo.conf(5) and set up the bootloader.

Reboot the machine and check (by watching messages during boot or by looking at
them later with dmesg(8)) that:

 the kernel reports the right version. If not, old kernel is still running. Check
lilo.conf(5) file and installation directory (defined in the kernel make file,
often /boot but the default is /), then rerun lilo(8).

 KLIPS initialisation messages appear.
 Pluto reports that it is starting.

Also try the commands:
 ipsec --version, to test whether /usr/local/bin is in your path so you can use

IPsec administration commands
 ipsec whack --status, using ipsec_whack to ask Pluto for status information

Of course any status information at this point should be uninteresting since you have
not yet configured connections.

5.4 X.509 and PKI support for FreeS/WAN IPSec

X.509 cryptography and PKI support is added to the FreeS/WAN standalone project
through the application of a patch enabling the configuration and interchange of
digital certificates. This patch can be downloaded from
http://www.strongsec.com/freeswan.

Next instructions are fully applicable for the platform homologated within the project
(FreeS/WAN 1.92, x509 patch 0.9.5).

Once downloaded, the installation procedure will follow the points described bellow:

Copy the patch pluto.diff to the FreeS/WAN pluto directory  (usually
/usr/src/freeswan/pluto) and execute the following command:

patch -p1 < pluto.diff

Copy the patch auto.diff to the FreeS/WAN utils directory and execute:

patch auto auto.diff
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Install the "fswcert" key and subject extraction tool. Consult the README in the
fswcert directory for details of use and installation. After optionally adapting the
paths for the IPSEC and SSL directories, type make followed by make install to
compile and install the fswcert tool, respectively.

Apply the _confread.patch by copying it into the FreeS/WAN utils directory and then
typing patch _confread _confread.patch

Next step is to recompile pluto by changing to the pluto directory and typing make
followed by make install.

Copy utils/auto and in case that you want to work with locally stored certificates also
utils/_confread manually into the directory where IPsec executables are located
(usually /usr/local/lib/ipsec).

As a last step restart IPsec to enable the X.509 features ipsec setup restart

5.5 OpenSSH Installation tips

The default configuration should be instantly usable, though you should review it to
ensure that it matches your security requirements.

To generate a host key, run "make host-key". Alternately you can do so manually
using the following commands:

ssh-keygen -t rsa1 -f /etc/ssh/ssh_host_key -N ""
ssh-keygen -t rsa -f /etc/ssh/ssh_host_rsa_key -N ""
ssh-keygen -t dsa -f /etc/ssh/ssh_host_dsa_key -N ""

Replacing /etc/ssh with the correct path to the configuration directory. (${prefix}/etc
or whatever you specified with --sysconfdir during configuration)

5.6 Webmin Web Administration Services installation tips

Before installing Webmin, you must already have Perl5 installed on your system. Perl
is usually installed as /usr/local/bin/perl or /usr/bin/perl, and comes as part of most recent
versions of Linux. Perl source can be downloaded from http://www.perl.com/ and
compile it for your system.
When unpacked, the distribution creates a subdirectory called webmin-0.92 under the
current directory. So, if you want to install Webmin into /usr/local/webmin-0.92 you
should do something like:

# cp webmin-0.92.tar.gz /usr/local
# cd /usr/local
# gunzip webmin-0.92.tar.gz
# tar xf webmin-0.92.tar
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# cd webmin-0.92

In the newly created directory is a script called setup.sh. When run, this script will ask
for:

• The Webmin configuration directory. The directory in which all Webmin
configuration information is stored. This is now separate from the Webmin
install directory, so that configurations are saved when you upgrade.
If you have previously installed Webmin and use the same config directory,
this will be the only question asked.

• The Webmin log directory. The location for pid and webserver log files.

• The full path to perl on your system. This is usually /usr/bin/perl or
/usr/local/bin/perl

• Your Operating system type. The setup script will display a list of supported
systems. If your OS is not on the list, you can try choosing the closest match.
However this may not work properly, and may even cause serious problems!

• Web server port. The TCP port that the Webmin web server will listen on.

• Web server login and password. The login name and password used to acess
the Webmin web server.

• Web server hostname. The hostname of the machine on which Webmin will
run.

• Use SSL. This question will only be asked if your system has the Perl SSL
libraries installed. See below for more.

• Start Webmin at boot time. If your OS is supported, Webmin will ask if you
want to have it automatically started at boot time.

Assuming the above questions have been answered correctly, the Webmin web server
will be started and the setup script will give the URL to go to. Once URL has been
entered in the browser, user will be prompted for the login and password that was
chosen in the setup process. When logged in the browser should show the main
Webmin page, on which is an icon for each module you have installed.
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6 Network Security Functional description

6.1 Installation of the IRMA Security Administration
module

This chapter explains the installation and start-up processes of the IRMA security
module for webmin. The distribution of the module consists in one unique file. It is a
.wbm file, which is in fact a tar file.

6.1.1 Installation

The first thing we have to do is going to the webmin index page and select the
“webmin” tab.

Webmin index interface
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Go to the Webmin Configuration module, by clicking on its corresponding button.
This is the Webmin Configuration window:

Webmin configuration
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Next step is going to the Webmin Modules section, by clicking on its button.

Webmin Modules section

Next thing to do is to select the distribution file and put it in the “Install module from
file” button.

Module source selection
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The next screen will show a message with the previous operation results.

Installation module message window

If the installation was successful, the IRMA VPN module might be under the
“Networking” tab.

Webmin Networking tab

At this point the application module is completely and successfully installed. If we
press on the “IRMA VPN Module” link, we would access the module start window,
shown below.

IRMA VPN module index
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6.1.2 Module configuration

Now that we have completed the installation of the module, it’s time to configure the
application. To access to the module configuration window, there is a link called
“Module config”, at the left-top of the start window (see above picture). This is what
we get:

Configuration interface for IRMA VPN module

In this window we can configure some parameters that are used by the application.

 Local Certificate file. This is a copy of the original x509cert.der file in pem
format, that will be used internally by the module.

 RSA keys Directory. The directory where the RSA keys are saved.

 RSA identificators file. This is a database file used to manage the RSA keys
registered in the system.

 CA file data. Database file for CA certificate management.

 Logs directory. This is the directory where the ipsec puts its log files. Consult
the system administrator for fill in this parameter.

 Default log file. Default file used by the ipsec to puts its log files. Consult the
system administrator.

 Log file for this module. This is where the IRMA VPN module puts its log
messages.
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 Temporal directory. Temporal directory used by the module.

 Name of the IPSec command. Path to the ipsec command. Consult the system
administrator.

 Name of the network initialisation command. Path to the network initialisation
command. Consult to the system administrator.

 Name of the openssl command. Path to the openssl command. Consult to the
system administrator.

 Name of the fswcert command. Path to the fswcert command. Consult to the
system administrator.

 Connection edition timeout. When a VPN connection is being edited (see VPN
connection edition window in the Function Description section), it is locked
by the module, in order to prevent from being edited by other administrator. It
can occur that the edition of the connection is not finished by the
administrator, and the VPN connection file is not unlocked. In those cases, we
have this parameter to establish a lock time out for the VPN connection
editions. If one administrator try to edit a connection file that is locked but its
timeout has expired, the system allow the edition by unlocking the connection
file.

 Expert mode. This mode shows additional information to the administrator. It
is recommended when having problems establishing connections.

6.2 VPN Module Functional Description

6.2.1 Introduction

This chapter explains the operation and functionality of the IRMA VPN module for
Webmin.

This module allows to configure VPN connections using the IPSec facilities, in our
case, the Free S/WAN distribution.

IPSEC is Internet Protocol SECurity. It uses strong cryptography to provide both
authentication and encryption services. Authentication ensures that packets are from
the right sender and have not been altered in transit. Encryption prevents unauthorised
reading of packet contents.

These services allow you to build secure tunnels through untrusted networks.
Everything passing through the untrusted net is encrypted by the IPSEC gateway
machine and decrypted by the gateway at the other end. The result is Virtual Private
Network or VPN. This is a network which is effectively private even though it
includes machines at several different sites connected by the insecure Internet.
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The IPSEC protocols were developed by the IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force)
and will be required as part of IP Version Six, the next generation. They are also
being widely implemented for IP V4. In particular, nearly all vendors of any type of
firewall or security software have IPSEC support either shipping or in development.

There are also several open source IPSEC projects. Several companies are co-
operating in the Secure Wide Area Network (S/WAN) project to ensure that products
will interoperate. There is also a VPN Consortium fostering cooperation among
companies in this area.

6.2.2 Global system description

Webmin is a web based system administration tool for UNIX like machines. It is
organized in modules and allow to add new user defined modules. It has its own web
server and the modules are cgi’s programmed in PERL. The IRMA VPN module is
one of this modules.

6.2.2.1 ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION

Main window

This is the entry point of the application. It is divided into four parts of different
functionality.

IRMA VPN module index
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VPN Management

This section is for management of VPN parameters and connections. It is divided in
two parts.

VPN Management window

The first one shows the VPN Common Definitions (parameters), which can be edited
by pushing the link Edit. This parameters are common to all the VPN connections
defined on that gateway. When a parameter is changed the IPSec services must be
restarted in order to apply changes.

The second part is a table that shows the connections defined. Bellow this table there
is a link for create a new connection definition.

VPN Gateway Server

This section is for management of the IPSec and network services.

VPN Server table

This table shows the actual status of the IPSec service. Also it has four buttons. One
for start the service, other for stop it, other for restart and other for view the actual
status.
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VPN Net table

This table shows the network status of the remote gateway, and allows user, with the
button bellow, to restart its network services.

VPN Gateway Server interface

Cert/Keys Management

This section is for management of certificates and RSA Keys, used by the system for
authentications in IPSec connections.

Cert/Keys Management window

This section is divided into four parts:

 Local GW Cert/Key. This is for management of the local gateway certificate.

 Host Certificate/Key. This for management of other host certificates and RSA
Keys.

 CA Certificates. For management of CA Certificates.

 CRLs. For management of CRL’s (Certificate Revoke List). Each CRL
corresponds with one CA listed in the CA Certificate section.
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Logs IPSec

This is for viewing IPSec logs and look for possible errors. It has a field to choose the
file you want to view, and other field to input the number of lines you want to be
shown.

Logs IPSec interface

6.2.2.2 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

VPN Management

Under this section it is included all the functionality in charge of facilitating the
monitorization and management of the VPN connections defined on the security
gateway. This functionality includes the interfaces to adjust the VPN global
parameters, connection status monitorization, creation of new VPNs and connection
administration.

In order to maximize the helpfulness provided by the tool, the initial window provides
a quick overview about the status of both the VPN gateway and the defined
connections. From this initial information it is possible to access to the different
actions that can be made over the different items showed on the browser. Next
paragraphs provides a more in deep description of the information included on the
management window.

VPN Management window

As it was stated on the introduction section, the management interface has two main
blocks:  

• The VPN common definitions table: Provides a quick resume on the
parameters affecting all the VPN connections defined on the gateway. Besides
this table, it is provides a quick access to a second interfaces that allows the
modification of the showed values.

• The VPN connection status & management table: This table provides a quick
resume with the basic information and status of the different connections that
have been already defined on the administered gateway.
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VPN Common Definitions Table

It provides the following information:
 

• Interfaces: The creation of VPN networks relies on the creation of virtual
network devices that must be attached to real communication devices. The
information showed on the table only includes the name of the VPN (IPSec)
interfaces that has been set up. In the case that no interface had been selected it
would proceed attaching the virtual interface zero (ipsec0) to the
communication device associated with the default route configured on the
gateway.

• Pluto daemon parameters:  The following parameters are referred to the
configuration of the Pluto daemon. Pluto daemon is the implementation of the
ISAKMP-IKE negotiation protocol included on the freeS/WAN distribution.

o Load connections on start-up: If yes, all the connections defined on
the administered gateway will be automatically loaded on daemon
start-up.

o Start connections on start-up: If yes, all the connections defined on
the administered gateway will be automatically started on daemon
start-up.

o Pluto wait: Should Pluto wait for each plutostart negotiation attempt
to finish before proceeding with the next one.

o Report Fragmented packets: Whether a tunnel's need to fragment a
packet should be reported back with an ICMP message, in an attempt
to make the sender lower his PMTU estimate.

o Hide packet TOS: Whether a tunnel packet's TOS field should be set
to 0 rather than copied from the user packet inside.
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o Unique IDs: Whether a particular participant ID should be kept
unique, with any new (automatically keyed) connection using an ID
from a different IP address deemed to replace all old ones using that
ID.

o Shell command to run before pluto. Shell command to run before
starting Pluto (e.g., to decrypt an encrypted copy of the ipsec.secrets
file). It's run in a very simple way; complexities like I/O redirection are
best hidden within a script. Any output is redirected for logging, so
running interactive commands is difficult unless they use /dev/tty or
equivalent for their interaction.

o Shell command to run after pluto. Shell command to run after
starting Pluto (e.g., to remove a decrypted copy of the ipsec.secrets
file). It's run in a very simple way; complexities like I/O redirection are
best hidden within a script. Any output is redirected for logging, so
running interactive commands is difficult unless they use /dev/tty or
equivalent for their interaction.

o Unknown Packets actions: What should be done with a packet which
reaches KLIPS (via a route into a virtual interface) but does not match
any eroute; acceptable values are pass (insecure unless you really know
what you're doing!!!), drop (the default), and reject (currently same as
drop, but eventually it will send an ICMP notification back to the
sender).

• Debug parameters

o KLIPS Debug: how much KLIPS debugging output should be logged.
An empty value, or the magic value none, means no debugging output
(the default). The magic value all means full output. Otherwise only
the specified types of output (a quoted list, names separated by white
space) are enabled; for details on available debugging types, see
ipsec_klipsdebug(8).

o Pluto Debug: how much Pluto debugging output should be logged. An
empty value, or the magic value none, means no debugging output (the
default). The magic value all means full output. Otherwise only the
specified types of output (a quoted list, names without the --debug-
prefix, separated by white space) are enabled; for details on available
debugging types, see ipsec_pluto(8).

At the bottom of the table, there is a link to the global parameters edit window, which
functionality is explained below.
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VPN management table

As stated on the introductory section, this table is devoted to provide a quick, total-
functionality, interface to the management of the VPN connections defined on the
administered gateway. The different information provided on the administration table
can be described as:

• Name: Name of the connection. Typical formats of the connection name use a
descriptive title like "LeftFacilityName-RightFacilityName".

• Left Side: IP address of the left gateway on the connection. Left and right
notation is used to facilitate the understanding of the connection schema.

• Right Gateway: IP address of the right gateway on the connection.

• Connection type: the  type  of  the connection; currently the accepted values 
are:

o Tunnel  (the  default): Signifying  a  host-to-host, host-to-subnet, or
subnet-to-subnet tunnel and,

o Transport:  Signifying  host-to-host  transport  mode;

• Status: This field shows the current status of the VPN connection. Allowed
status are:

o Unloaded: The connection has been defined but has not been loaded
into the IPSec  service system tables.

o Loaded: The connection has been loaded in the IPSec service system
tables. The server knows about the existence of the connection. Under
this status it is possible to achieve connections among the different
gateways without security. If the other extreme gateway request the
establishment of the VPN secure connection, it would proceed to start
the negotiation process. In road warrior connections, when the
connection is in this state, also will show the number of connections
instances established (between brackets and in green color).

o Routed: This status is reached when the IPSec service system has
updated the network routing tables of the administered gateway. On
this sense, it is not possible to establish unsecured connection between
the gateways involved on the VPN connection.

o Established. The connection has been established successfully.
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 Action. Each entry on the connections table is completed with the provision of
several action buttons in charge of modify the status of the connections,
request extended information about a particular connection and by the end,
delete a connection definition.

Icon Action Description

Load This action is for load connection data into the IPSec
service system tables

Unload This action is for unload connection data from the
IPSec service system tables

Route Route a connection

Unroute Delete routes created for a connection

Up
This action try to establish a connection. In order to
do this, the connection data must loaded previously in
both sides of the connection.

Down
This action eliminate a connection previously
established. Must be done in both sides separately to
ensure communications integrity.

View This is for viewing connection data.

Edit This action allows user to edit connection parameters.

Delete This connection delete connection data from IPSec
service system.

Immediately after the VPN management table, it is provided a link that provides quick
access to the connection creation interface (See section VPN definition window
below).
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Global parameters edition window

IPSec Global Parameters interface

This window allows the definition of the global parameters that will be applied to all
the VPN connections defined in the administered gateway. It allows also the
configuration of commands scripts that can be invoked each time the connection keys
are negotiated. Finally, it collects a pair of options providing the possibility of getting
extended debug information as result of the different actions performed on the
gateway.

The IPSec common parameters window allows the user to set up the following
options:

• Interfaces: The creation of VPN networks relies on the creation of virtual
network devices that must be attached to real communication devices. The
information showed on the table allows the association of up to four different
VPN (IPSec) interfaces with their corresponding physical communication
device. In the case that no interface had been associated, it would proceed
attaching the virtual interface zero (ipsec0) to the communication device
associated with the default route configured on the gateway.
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• Pluto daemon parameters:  The following parameters are referred to the
configuration of the Pluto daemon. Pluto daemon is the implementation of the
ISAKMP-IKE negotiation protocol included on the freeS/WAN distribution.

o Load connections on start-up: If yes, all the connections defined on
the administered gateway will be automatically loaded on daemon
start-up.

o Start connections on start-up: If yes, all the connections defined on
the administered gateway will be automatically started on daemon
start-up.

o Pluto wait: Should Pluto wait for each plutostart negotiation attempt
to finish before proceeding with the next one.

o Report Fragmented packets: Whether a tunnel's need to fragment a
packet should be reported back with an ICMP message, in an attempt
to make the sender lower his PMTU estimate.

o Hide packet TOS: Whether a tunnel packet's TOS field should be set
to 0 rather than copied from the user packet inside.

o Unique IDs: Whether a particular participant ID should be kept
unique, with any new (automatically keyed) connection using an ID
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from a different IP address deemed to replace all old ones using that
ID.

o Shell command to run before pluto. Shell command to run before
starting Pluto (e.g., to decrypt an encrypted copy of the ipsec.secrets
file). It's run in a very simple way; complexities like I/O redirection are
best hidden within a script. Any output is redirected for logging, so
running interactive commands is difficult unless they use /dev/tty or
equivalent for their interaction.

o Shell command to run after pluto. Shell command to run after
starting Pluto (e.g., to remove a decrypted copy of the ipsec.secrets
file). It's run in a very simple way; complexities like I/O redirection are
best hidden within a script. Any output is redirected for logging, so
running interactive commands is difficult unless they use /dev/tty or
equivalent for their interaction.

o Unkown Packets actions: What should be done with a packet which
reaches KLIPS (via a route into a virtual interface) but does not match
any eroute; acceptable values are pass (insecure unless you really know
what you're doing!!!), drop (the default), and reject (currently same as
drop, but eventually it will send an ICMP notification back to the
sender).

• Debug parameters

o KLIPS Debug: how much KLIPS debugging output should be logged.
An empty value, or the magic value none, means no debugging output
(the default). The magic value all means full output. Otherwise only
the specified types of output (a quoted list, names separated by white
space) are enabled; for details on available debugging types, see
ipsec_klipsdebug(8).

o Pluto Debug: how much Pluto debugging output should be logged. An
empty value, or the magic value none, means no debugging output (the
default). The magic value all means full output. Otherwise only the
specified types of output (a quoted list, names without the --debug-
prefix, separated by white space) are enabled; for details on available
debugging types, see ipsec_pluto(8).

VPN Definition window

This interface has been specially designed for the creation of new VPN connections or
the edition of already created ones. Among the different fields included, it is possible
to achieve the definition of the following types of VPNs:
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• Host to Host: Both in Tunnel and Transport mode (i.e. distributed servers
interconnection).

• Host to Net: Useful option to allow the access of remote users (i.e. Sale force)
to the corporative network.

• Network to Network: Interconnection of physically separated networks (i.e.
share network resources among different company facilities).

Besides the different kinds of connections supported, it allows to customize the
authentication technology that will be used on each connection. Currently, it is
possible to select among the following options (assuming FreeS/WAN 1.91 or older
and the X509 patch installed on the system):

• Raw RSA authentication: Authentication based on the utilization of key
pairs that allows to uniquely identify the identity of the key owner. Its
robustness is based on the premise that one of the keys (mathematically related
with the other one) must be preserved secret by the owner while the second
one (public key) must be distributed to the different parties we are interested
in communicating with.

• X.509 Digital certificates: Under this scope, the authentication of the
different entities would be based on the use of electronic certificates signed by
a trusted electronic notary (Certification Authority). The implementation
chosen allows two behaviour for the digital certificates:

o Information sharing: On this behaviour the information received from
the host is stored locally on the gateway. On this way, it would be
compared the whole digital certificate with the information received on
the IKE negotiation phase.

o PKI enabled IPSec/IKE negotiation: Under this selection, the
negotiation process will assume the existence of a PKI within the
context of the VPN. On this line, the digital certificates will be
interchanged in all the key negotiations held among the different
communication partners. Authentication would be successful if the
digital certificate is valid (it hasn't been modified and it is not expired),
it has been signed by a trusted certification authority and it haven't
been published on the CA CRL.
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Creation of Virtual Private Networks

This is the appearance of the VPN definition window, which will help us in the VPN
creation process.

VPN Definition window

The creation of a new VPN connection always starts with the selection of the name
that will be assigned to the connection.
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It is recommended to assign descriptive names (i.e.: CompanyPremises-
TrainingFacility1) to the connections. On this way, you'll get a quick understanding of
its meaning whenever you look at the definition on the future.

Once we have chosen our connection name, it'll be time to start having a look to the
connection definition form.

As it can be realized, the table is divided on two different columns "Left" and "Right".
This is because it can be chosen a easy to map, visual naming for the gateways. The
implementation of the IPSec protocol requires that both extremes of a connection
have previously defined the connection on the same way. On this line, the "left-right"
criteria provides an easy way to avoid the requirement of change parameter location
depending on the gateway that is being configured (local, remote).

The following sections describe in depth the different parameters that are involved in
the definition of a new VPN connection.

Network Information

Under this section it's specified all the information regarding connectivity among the
different devices to be linked. It includes the following information.

Network information table

These are the fields shown in this table:
• Left Gateway: The IP address of the left participant's public-network

interface, in any form accepted by ipsec_ttoaddr. The checkbox any indicates
that the left side IP can change dynamically, and its address is filled in during
negotiation (i.e.: 194.140.2.134).

• Left Next Hop: Next-hop gateway IP address for the left participant's
connection to the public network; if no value is given, it means that there is a
direct connection between the two VPN gateways. (i.e.: 194.140.2.2)

• Left Subnetwork: Private subnet behind the left participant; if omitted it
means that the left end of the connection goes to the left participant only. (i.e.:
192.168.112.0)

• Left Subnetwork Mask: Private subnet mask behind the left participant. (i.e.:
255.255.255.0)

• Firewall scripting ( left side ): If this side participant is doing forwarding-
firewalling, which should be turned off (for traffic to the other subnet) once
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the connection is established, this field indicates what actions must be taken in
order to adjust routing and/or firewalling. Three choice are shown:

o None. No actions will be performed on firewall rules.

o Default. Default IPSec actions will be performed on firewall rules.
This actions are included in a script called _updown, located in the
IPSec application directory.

o Custom. User can choose to launch a custom script to update
forwarding-firewalling rules. The text box is for input the user script
name.

• Right Gateway: The IP address of the right participant's public-network
interface, in any form accepted by ipsec_ttoaddr. The checkbox any indicates
that the left side IP can change dynamically, and its address is filled in during
negotiation. At least one of the fields Right Gateway and Left Gateway must
contain a static IP address. (ie: 205.1.12.123)

• Right Next Hop: Next-hop gateway IP address for the right participant's
connection to the public network; if no value is given, it means that there is a
direct connection among the two gateways. (ie: 205.1.12.2)

• Right Subnetwork: Private subnet behind the right participant; if omitted it
means that the right end of the connection goes to the right participant only.
(ie: 192.168.113.0)

• Right Subnetwork Mask: Private subnet mask behing the right participant.
(ie: 255.255.255.0)

• Firewall scripting ( right side ): Same as in left side.

Authentication parameters for the other side of the connection

Authentication parameters table

This section allows the selection of the authentication technology that will be used for
the connection and the specification of the authentication information that is required
to unequivocally identify the remote gateway/host. As it was stated above, there are
three different methods supported to perform gateways/host authentication:
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• Raw RSA keys

• Digital Certificates

o Information sharing through digital certificates.

o PKI enabled certificate interchange.

The interface provided allows both the selection of existing certificates/keys on the
gateways and the upload of a new certificate/key to the gateway. Case a new
certificate/key is added to the gateway, the new certificate/key will be attached to the
defined connection and will be kept available for future uses in new connections.

In order to avoid, remember complex representations of RSA keys, the interface
request an identificator for each new key added to the system. These identificators
will be associated with the keys on the server. Further references to a given key will
be performed through these identificator.

Please note it is possible to access to extended information about the keys/certificates
stored on the server through the Key/Cert Management interface.
 

Security Paramaters

This table allow user to configure some IPSec security parameters that will be applied
for the connection.

Security parameters table
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In this table, the user will be able of changes these parameters:
• Authentication method: This field indicates how the two security gateways

should authenticate each other. Currently only rsasig (RSA digital signatures)
method is supported.

• Authentication protocol: Whether  authentication should be done as part of
ESP encryption, or separately using the AH protocol.

• Connection Type: The type of the connection; currently the accepted values
are tunnel, signifying a host-to-host, host-to-subnet, or subnet-to-subnet
tunnel; and transport, signifying host-to-host transport mode.

• Compress: Whether IPComp compression of content is desired on the
connection (link-level compression does not work on encrypted data, so to be
effective, compression must be done before encryption). Acceptable values are
yes and no.  The two ends need not agree.  A value of  no  is
absolute: IPsec will neither propose nor accept compression.  A value of yes
causes IPsec to propose both compressed and uncompressed, and prefer
compressed.

• Perfect Forward Secrecy: This field indicates whether Perfect Forward
Secrecy of keys is desired on the connection's keying channel (with PFS,
penetration of the key-exchange protocol does not compromise keys
negotiated earlier).

• Key Life: How long a particular instance of a connection (a set of
encryption/authentication keys for user packets) should last, from successful
negotiation to expiry. Maximum value is 24 hours. Normally, the connection
is renegotiated (via the keying channel) before it expires.

• Rekey Margin: How long before connection expiry should attempts to
negotiate a replacement begin.

• Rekey Fuzz: Maximum percentage by which Rekey Margin should be
randomly increased (important for hosts with many connections). The value of
Rekey Margin, after this random increase, must not exceed Key Life. The
value 0% will suppress time randomisation.

• Keying Tries: How many attempts should be made to negotiate a connection,
or a replacement for one, before giving up (default 3); the value 0 means
``never give up''.

• ISAKMP Security Association Life time: How long the keying channel of a
connection (buzzphrase: ``ISAKMP SA'') should last before being
renegotiated. Maximum value is 8 hours.

• Action on IPSec start-up: What operation, if any, should be done
automatically at IPsec start-up. Currently-accepted values are add, route, start,
and ignore.
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VPN Gateway Server

VPN Gateway Server interface

This windows provides a complementary service to administer the Network related
services on the VPN Gateway. On this way, it allows to remotely start, stop and
restart the VPN core daemons and the network logics on the administered gateway.

Besides the administration functionality, it provides a quick interface to check the
status of both the VPN daemons and the network interfaces.

Network daemons are managed through the Linux Network initialisation scripts. It is
possible to customize the location of the different scripts through the "network
initialisation command" parameter on the module configuration interface.

Cert/Keys Management

Cert/Keys Management interface

This section allows to administer the RSA Keys, X509 Certificates and CRLs stored
on the managed gateway.  It includes four different interfaces, one for each type of
item that can be administered:

• Local GW Cert/Key: Interface to query and set up the configuration of the
local certificate that will be used for the administered gateway.
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• Host Certificate/Key: Interface to query and set up the configuration of the
keys/certificates that are assigned to the different "remote" gateways we are
interested in communicating with.

• CA Certificates: Interface to perform the administration of the different
Certification Authorities that are trusted by the local gateway.

• CRLs: Interface designed to manage the periodic Certificate Revocation Lists
issued by the trusted certification authorities. In order to guarantee security on
the VPN, it is strongly recommended to maintain an updated CRL always on
the gateways.

Local GW Cert/Key

Through this interface it is possible to update the authentication information that will
be used by the administered gateway.

Whenever the VPN gateway had a previous configuration, it will proceed to show the
digital certificate that is currently associated with the authentication information
configured on the machine.
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It also provides an interface to allow updating the authentication information stored
on the VPN gateway. The update process will be performed through the upload of a
PKCS12 file containing the following information:
 

• X509 Digital Certificate of the administered machine.

• Private Key of the administered machine

• Digital Certificate of the CA issuing the gateway certificate

The interface allows the introduction of an import password for those PKCS12 that
had been generated securely.

Host Certificate/Keys

Through this interface it's possible to manage the different keys and certificates that
are stored on the secure gateway for authentication purposes. As it has been
commented in previous help pages, the IPSec module allows to perform
authentication based on RSA keys and X.509 digital certificates. In order to validate
the host identity, the gateway must know the public information associated with the
host.

This public information can be provided in two ways:
• Through an X.509 digital certificate: The digital certificate must be uploaded

in PEM format. Please note, that in order to perform authentication based on
digital certificates, the certificate must have been issued by Trusted
Certification Authority. Trusted Certification Authorities are specified through
the CA certificate management interface.

• Through the RSA raw public key: In this case it will be required the RSA
public key in hexadecimal string format.

Authentication information is driven through two informative tables. Each table is
devoted to one authentication type and contains a resume of the different items of this
class that are stored on the server. Each entry on the tables, contains also three action
buttons on its right side that allows the view, update and deletion of the entry.
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Host Certificate/Key interface

Bellow each table, it is provided a link to allow the inclusion of new certificates/keys.
These tables contains the next fields:

• Host Certificates

o Owner: Identificator of the certificate owner.

o Issuer: Data about the certification authority who issued the
certificate. The information provided usually include the following
information:

 Country (C) in Internet notation (i.e. UK for United Kingdom,
ES for Spain, etc). It is the country where the Certification
Authority have its operation centre.

 State (ST): State where the Certification Authority have its
facilities.

 Organization (O): Name of the organization which is
responsible for the CA.

 Organizational Unit (OU): Name of the department where the
CA operates. Only for departmental CAs.

 Common Name (CN): Name of the CA (Only necessary if
different from the Organization name).

 Email: Enquiries email for CA related issues.

o End date: Expiration date for the digital certificate.

o File: Name of the file where the digital certificate is stored on disk.

o Actions

 View: Shows the contents of the X.509 digital certificate. This
is an example of a certificate content window.
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 Update:  Allows updating the selected digital certificate. This
process will update in cascade all the connections using the old
certificate with the information stored in the new one. The
interface used is the same as for add new certificates (see
picture below).

 Delete: It will remove a digital certificate from the gateway. All
the connections associated with the removed certificate will be
deleted in cascade.

Next to the Host Certificate table, there is a link to add new Host Certificates.
This is the interface for add/update a host certificate.

Host Certificate upload window

This window allows to add a new X.509 certificate for authentication
purposes. The expected file format for the uploaded file is PEM.

It is possible to select the digital certificate to be uploaded by clicking in the
search button.

• RSA Keys

o Identificator: Id to be used in order to quickly identify who is the
owner of a given public key. Host ids must be unique.

o Actions

 Update:  Allows updating the selected RSA key. This process
will update in cascade all the connections using the old key/id
with the information stored in the new one.

 Delete: It will remove a digital certificate from the gateway. All
the connections associated with the removed key/id will be
deleted in cascade.
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Next to the RSA Keys table, there is a link to add a new RSA Key.

Host Key edition interface

This window allows to add/update a RSA Keys for authentication purposes. The user
must fill in the two fields shown, which specifies the identificator and the RSA Key
associated. The RSA Key must be in hexadecimal format, preceded with “0x”.

CA Certificates

This windows shows a table of the CA Certificates which are trusted in the
administered gateway. Also it allows to add, show and delete CA Certificates.

X.509 certificates received during the IKE protocol are automatically authenticated by
going up the trust chain until a self-signed root CA certificate is reached. Usually host
certificates are directly signed by a root CA, but it is also supported multi-level
hierarchies with intermediate CAs in between. All CA certificates belonging to a trust
chain must be copied in binary DER format.

Multiple CAs are supported, but presently they just create a large pool of valid user or
host certificates and cannot be assigned to specific connection definitions.

CA Certificates  window
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The interface provided  to manage the CAs, shows the following information:
 

• Owner: Name of the trusted CA.

• Issuer: Name of the issuer CA (CA trust chain).

• Expiration date: Self explanatory

• File: Physical location of the CRL file

• Action

o View: Shows the contents of the CA certificate. Bellow there is an
example of a CA certificate content windows.

o Delete: Delete the selected CRL.
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Also there is a link to add new CA certificates. This is the interface that allow user to
do it.

CA Certificate upload interface

This window allows to add a new CA Certificate file, by clicking in the search button.
The file to upload must be in DER format.

CRL (Certificate Revocation Lists)

Through this interface it's possible to manage the different Certificate Revocation
Lists that are stored on the server.

By installing a CA certificate into the VPN gateways, automatically all user or host
certificates issued by this CA are declared valid for user/host authentication.
Unfortunately private keys might get compromised inadvertently or intentionally,
personal certificates of users leaving a company have to be blocked immediately, etc.
To this purpose certificate revocation lists (CRLs) have been created. CRLs contain
the serial numbers of all user or host certificates that have been revoked due to
various reasons.

In order to declare valid a received certificate, the IPSec negotiation daemon will
verify the X.509 trust chain, after that if will search the different CRLs stored on the
server looking for the presence of a CRL issued by the CA that has signed the
certificate. If the serial number of the certificate is found in the CRL then the public
key contained in the certificate will be declared invalid and the IPSec SA will not be
established. If no CRL is found in the crls location or if the deadline defined in the
Next Update field of the CRL has been reached, a warning is issued but the public key
will nevertheless be accepted. Please note, that in order to perform the User
Authentication, once a valid certificate has arrived, it must match the ID (subject)
defined in the connection.
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This is the CRLs management window.

CRLs window

The interface provided  to manage the CRLs, shows the following information:
• Issuer: Name of the issuer CA.

• Last update: This is the date when the CRL was last updated.

• Next update: This is the date when the CRL expire (and consequently will
need to be updated with a new one).

• File: Physical location of the CRL file.

• Action

o View: Shows the contents of the CRL. Bellow picture shows an
example of a CRL file content window.

o Delete: Delete the selected CRL.
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Next to the CRLs table there is a link to add new CRLs. This is the window that allow
user to add a new CRL to the system.
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CRLs upload interface

This window allows to add a new Certificate Revocation List. CRLs must be
uploaded to the secure gateway in binary DER format.

Logs IPSec

This window allows to select a log file for viewing its content.

Logs IPSec interface

The field Number of entries is for viewing only the last n lines of the file selected. If
this field is empty, the application will show the entire file. When button “Show” is
pressed, this is the result:
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Logs IPSec output window
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6.3 Firewall module Functional description

6.3.1 Introduction

This module is not owned by this project, but because it has very few documentation,
we’ll try to explain how it works and how the user interact with it.

6.3.2 Installation

The installation process for the Firewall is done through the Webmin module
installation process ( the same way as the IRMA VPN module). See section 6.1.1.
Installation of the IRMA VPN module for details of Webmin module installation.
When installed, the module must be under the “Networking” category of Webmin.

Webmin Networking tab window

6.3.3 Start-up

In the module main window, follow the “Module config” link in order to configure
the IPtables Firewall module. This action will show the next interface:
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This window allow user to set up some module parameters:

 Operation mode. You can select one of three user profiles: Newbie, Template
and Expert. Each one has a different interface. These interfaces are explained
in following sections.

 Type of firewall. There are two types of firewall: Router and Personal. You
must select the Router type if you have more than one net interfaces in the
machine and want to route between them. For example, an intranet routing to
internet. The Personal type is when the machine only has one interface. For
example, one workstation at home.

 Path to config file. This field must be filled with full pathname of the
configuration file of the module.

 NIC(s) for inside network in templates.

 Location of boot up and shutdown scripts. Directory where scripts executed
at boot up and shutdown of the machine are locate. User can choose to get the
scripts configured in the Boot up and Shutdown Module of Webmin (Under
the “System” tab) or put a personalized directory.

 Path to iptables. Where the iptables command is located on the machine. By
default /sbin/iptables.

 Path to protocols file. Directory where file protocols is located on the
machine. By default /etc/protocols.

 Path to your hosts file. By default /etc/hosts.

 Network Interfaces. These are the network interfaces installed on the remote
machine. User can choose that the Network Configuration Module detect them
or type them separated by comma.

Once the module is correctly configured, we can start using the iptables module.

6.3.4 User guide

6.3.4.1 Main window

This is the first window the user can see from the Firewall module. Depending on
what profile the user has choose in the configuration window, the main window will
have three different looks.
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6.3.4.2 Newbie profile

This windows shows five predetermined configurations with different security levels:
Disable, Low, Medium, High and Full. There is a link to customize each security
level, with the same interface as showed in the Template profile, explained below.

6.3.4.3 Template profile
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This interface is divided in columns. The first column is for the protocol we want to
manage. If we click on the protocol word, a help window appear with a short
explanation of the protocol.

The rest of columns are for the different combinations of communication between
interfaces. For each of this combination we can activate or deactivate a determinate
protocol.

6.3.4.4 Expert profile

This interface has two differentiate tables by default. One for filters chains and the
other for NAT chains. The filter chains table has three sections: Input, Output and
Forward. The NAT chains table has another three: Pre Routing, Output and Post
Routing.

If we click on any of these buttons, we will go to the Edit Chain window, explained
ahead.

This window also has four additional links:

 Create a new Chain. This is for user to create his own chains. When clicked
shows this interface
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New Chain creation interface

The field Table allows to choose if the chain is for filtering or for NAT. Once
filled the field “Name”, click on the “Create” button to create the new chain.

 List Host/Nets. This is for listing hosts and networks present in the machine.
There are two tables. The first one is for Host/Nets founded in the file
/etc/hosts. The second one is for Host/Nets defined by user. There is also a
form to create new Host/Nets.

List Hosts window

 Enable Configuration. Use this with care. When pressed all the changes made
on the different chains will be applied.

 Edit file manually. With this button users can edit the configuration file
manually, using this interface.
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Raw File edition window

6.3.4.5 Edit Chain window

Next picture shows the interface to edit a chain in the Expert Mode.
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The first thing we can see, is a link-button that allow the user change the default
policy for the current chain. If we click on it the module bring us to this interface.

Change Policy interface

The possible policies are DROP and ACCEPT. Clicking on the “Save” button will
change the policy to the one selected.

The fields shown for each rule are:

 Source

 Source port

 Destination

 Destination port

 Protocol

 Interface in

 Interface out

 Target

 Action. The possible actions to perform on rules are :

o Edit

o Disable

o Delete

o Clone

o Insert rule after current

o Move up

o Move down

For more details on iptables usage and possibilities, there is a tutorial written by
Oskar Andreasson (blueflux@koffein.net) available on this URL:

http://www.boingworld.com/workshops/linux/iptables-tutorial/iptables-tutorial/iptables-tutorial.html

mailto:blueflux@koffein.net
http://www.boingworld.com/workshops/linux/iptables-tutorial/iptables-tutorial/iptables-tutorial.html
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6.4 Intrusion Detection Module Functional description

6.4.1 Introduction

AIDE (Advanced Intrusion Detection Environment) is a free replacement for
Tripwire. Whit this program we can protect integrity of our files.

It creates a database from the regular expression rules that it finds from the
configuration file. Once this database is initialised it can be used to verify the integrity
of the files. It has several message digest algorithms (md5, sha1, rmd160, tiger, haval,
etc.) that are used to check the integrity of the file. More algorithms can be added with
relative ease. All of the usual file attributes can also be checked for inconsistencies. It
can read databases from older or newer versions.

6.4.2 Installation

The installation process for the AIDE module is done through the Webmin module
installation process, viewed in section 6.1.1 for IRMA VPN module installation.
When installed, the module must be under the “Networking” category of Webmin.

Webmin Networking tab

6.5 Start-up

When the AIDE module is installed on the system, we can access to the configuration
window by clicking in the link “Module Config”, in the AIDE index window.
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AIDE Configuration interface

This window allow to configure some parameters used by the AIDE module:

 AIDE executable dir. The directory where the AIDE command is located.

 Configurable files dir. Directory in which the configuration files used by
AIDE are stored. If the directory does not exist, the application let us create it.

 Data base dir. Directory in which the database of AIDE is stored. If the
directory does not exist, the application let us create it.

 Verbose. Controls how verbose AIDE is. Value must be in range [0-255]. The
default is 5. With no value verbose is set to 20.

6.5.1 Functional description

6.5.1.1 Introduction

This chapter explains the operation and functionality of the AIDE module for
Webmin.
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6.5.1.2 Main window

This is the principal window of the AIDE module. It looks like this:

AIDE module index

When this window is loaded, it checks for configuration errors. If some error is found,
a message is shown in the window. There is a link to the configuration window on the
right top of this window.

Once the application is configured and started, we can start to work with AIDE. The
main window shows a table with the configuration files the system has, and some
actions we can do with them.

 Check. This action checks the configuration file. In other words, AIDE checks
if there has been any change in the system, contrasting with the configuration
file. When done, results are shown in the window.
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File check results window

 Update. This action updates the content of the database with the current state
of the system, following instructions detailed in the configuration file.

 Details. This action shows the content of the configuration file. Fields shown
are database location directories and verbose level. Also you can see
configured directories which terminology is as follows
• “/=<directory name>”. Only process that directory.
• “/<directory name>”. Process the directory recursively.
• “!/<directory name>”. Exclude directory from process list.
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File details window

The window has a “Modify” button that allows the user to modify the
configuration file selected.

 Delete. This action deletes the configuration file (WARNING: The application
does not have a confirmation windows for deleting a configuration file).

 Download DB. This is for download a configuration file. The file comes in
ZIP format.

 Upload DB. This is for uploading a previously downloaded configuration file.
The user must upload the file in ZIP format. These two actions are useful for
checking system states in different dates. Must be used with care.
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Upload Database interface

At the bottom of the index page, there is a table for create a new configuration file.
File name can’t contain not alphanumeric values, except ‘,’, ‘;’, ‘:’ and ‘_’.

When file name and description fields are introduced, we can go to the configuration
file window by pressing the “Continue” button. Then this window is shown:
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Configuration file interface

First thing we must do is select a directory in the “Select dir table”:

In this table we can select if the directory must be included or ignored, and if the
directory must be processed recursively. We can select any directory that exists in the
system, and that has not been previously introduced. Any directory can be selected to
be excluded, but this is only useful if the directory is inside the directory tree of
another directory already included.

Once we have selected a directory and what to do with it, we must select the
comparison rules to apply to it. This can be done with the “Insert rules” table.
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These are the parameters we can choose:

 Permissions. This rule is for changes in the permissions of a file.

 User. This is for changes in the owner of the file.

 Block Count. This rule checks the file blocks number.

 Date of make. This rule is for changes in the creation date of the file.

 Inode. This parameter is for inodes check.

 Group. This is for changes in the group of the file.

 Last modify. This rule is for changes in the modification date of the file.

 Check for growing size. This is for files that have constant growing size. This
parameter checks if the growing velocity of these files changes.

 Number of links. This is for check the number of links of a file.

 Size. Checks the file size.

 Last access. Checks the last access date of the file.

 SHA1 control key. This rule checks the SHA1 key generated by AIDE.

 RMD160 control key. This rule checks the RMD160 key generated by AIDE.

 MD5 control key. This rule checks the MD5 key generated by AIDE.

 Tiger control key. This rule checks the Tiger key generated by AIDE.

After configure these parameters, a description of the things made can be introduced.
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This description can be useful to remember things when using this interface to make
changes on the configuration file in the future.

When directories and rules are inserted, the appear in the table on the right.

There is a “Delete” button under this table. This is for deleting rules previously
selected  in the table.

In this table, each item has some symbols explained below:

 (R)  <directory name> + <comparison rules>. This is for a recursive directory.

 = <directory name> + <comparison rules>. This is for not recursive directory.

 (E) <directory name> + <comparison rules>. This is for an excluded directory.

When all parameters and directories have been selected and configured, we press the
“Finish” button in order to exit and save the changes made.
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7 Conclusions
This deliverable have tried to present the R&D work done on the network security
arena within project IRMA. As it has been shown through the rest of the chapters, the
work performed have been oriented to the delivery of a high security, low cost
solution able to allow SMEs in general and, virtual reality applications in particular,
to take advantage of Virtual Private Networking technology and its important effects
over companies collaboration, teleworking, and cost decreasing.

In order to achieve this double objective, the work performed have made an intensive
use of open source initiatives available on the Internet and have evaluate its current
status and suitability for commercial/professional utilization.

Nowadays, open source solutions are is walking towards maturity on both Information
Security and Networking arenas. On this line, the outstanding number of project
available on above areas, are mainly focused on the development of new, advanced
functionalities and value added products such as extension of documentation, etc. and
reduction of utilization complexity.

Through the extended utilization of open solutions achieved within the project, it can
be observed a big effort being devoted to the inclusion of experimental functionalities
and “pure” research items on the different project arenas. These effort is justify after
the analysis of the objectives that move thousands of software/computer technicians
to collaborate with this kind of project. These objectives are:

- Design and development of new technological tools just  after or, in
many cases, while they are on early stages of their introduction into the
market.

- Collaboration without economical pressure that redounds on the
availability of  extended time for R&D purposes and the capability to
orient the project towards the most technologically interesting
objectives.

Traditionally, the characteristics presented above use to be translated on the delivery
of powerful that were designed by technical people for its deploy on technical
communities. Nowadays the situation is starting to change due to the big expansion
that have experienced the development and usage of open source solutions. On this
line, during the last five years open source projects has come out from the research
environments to become one of the major options for the deployment of working
desktops and multi-featured servers due to the demonstrated performance and
reliability.

Getting back to open source solutions development on the security and networking
areas, though the products available have demonstrated a high value in terms of
reliability and performance, through the life of the developments described on this
deliverable it has been notes an important lack of documentation sources and user
interfaces. These factors are critical in order to ensure the later accessibility and
utilization of these kind of tools by SME with no technical resources. On this line, the
contribution performed on the IRMA framework on the network security arena has
been focused on the following objectives:
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- Analysis of the security problematic associated with the development
of virtual factories monitoring and control applications.

- Analysis of the security problematic associated with the deployment of
the virtual training applications.

- Analysis of  open source projects able to deal with the problematic
identified above.

- Design of a Security Gateway based on the open source projects able
to deal with project IRMA security requirements.

 Design of the integration process.
 Design of the developments required in order to achieve the

integration of the different tools.
- Development of nice (visual) graphical user interfaces that would

allow non experts on network security to easily setup and maintain
SMEs connections to public networks.

- Elaboration of complete documentation about the different processes
required in order to build a complete open source security gateway
solution and its utilization.

With the delivery of this deliverable all the above objectives have been achieved. On
this line, the following paragraphs contain an overview of the different conclusions
obtained from the project.

Open source VPN projects: The status of the different VPN solutions is nowadays
mature. Although subsequent work for the inclusion of new advances is performed,
open source projects, and specially project FreeS/WAN, have reach an accurate
degree of maturity for standard purposes. The availability of an extended set of
technical documentation and the issue of stable version on a six month basics gives an
good overview of their current status. Key points on this software are the research
focused on the development of opportunistic encryption networks and the integration
and coexistence of IPv4 and IPv6 networks.

OpenSource Firewall projects: Although there is a big number of both commercial
and open source firewall  available on Linux environments, project Netfilter and their
related tools are reaching the consideration of  de facto standard for building firewalls
on Linux environments. Its outstanding features including (stateful inspection
capabilities among others) together with the known-how obtained from previous
projects (ie. Ipfwadmin and ipchains) makes from NetFilter the ideal solution for
SME connection security on public Internet environments. Netfilter is nowadays a
mature firewall solution facing good performance and providing an extended set of
documentation. On this line, the only constraint that can be commented from the
comparison of this solution against other commercially available is the lack of an
intuitive interface within the project. This lack have been fulfilled by Tim Niemueller2

with the development of a module able to manage the Netfilter firewall through a
Webmin module.

OpenSource Intrusion Detection System: The availability of accurate Intrusion
Detection Systems is a discipline which is taken more and more importance in today’s

                                                
2 http://www.niemueller.de/webmin/modules/iptables/
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computer systems. Inside project IRMA it has been tested and integrated two different
kinds of IDS software:

- Active IDSs: Systems able to test the latest security vulnerabilities
known. On this line,  satisfying work have performed over the
integration and setting up of tools such as Nessus and SARA. Both of
them, are clear examples of how opensource tools can reach the service
level offered by commercial tools. On this line, besides the availability
of extended documents sets, full coverage of technology possibilities
and delivery of nice user interfaces, it is provided optional on-demand
commercial support for companies without human resources able to
achieve the importance activity.

- Passive IDS: Inside this category it can be classified those IDS that
perform their work on a second plane, waiting for the detection of
system inconsistencies to raise an alarm on the possible presence of an
attack. On this line, the early knowing of the presence of an attack will
be translated on a reduction of the suffered damages. This action line
have materialized inside project IRMA through the inclusion of project
AIDE within the security gateway. Project AIDE is a relatively new
project and, although it hasn’t reach the maturity of prior solutions, the
featured shown currently makes from it an ideal substitute on this area.
On this line, the impulse given to the deployment of AIDE has
consisted on the evaluation of their features and the creation of visual
administration and monitoring interface accessible through the
Webmin Administration tool.

Open Source Remote Administration Interface: The Security Gateway released within
project IRMA have been designed to allow its administration from remote locations
by specialized personnel. On this line it will reduce the cost faced by the provision of
external support and monitorization. The interface selected allows the administration
of the different gateways through the utilization of a Web interface virtually
accessible from any computer linked to the Internet. Security on the transactions
performed against the administration interface is granted through the utilization of
secure connections based on the SSLv3 standard protocol. Current state of
development on this area is good, being available two different open projects
(LinuxConf and Webmin) enabling remote administration of Linux hosts. The
solution selected (WEBMIN) have been improved with the addition of two new
administration modules enabling remote management of VPN connections and the
configuration, control and supervision of the IDS messages.

Having a look to the end solution achieved, it must be outlined the high bandwidth
delivered by the end gateways. This bandwith risen up to 18 Mbits/s ensures the
usability of the tool both for high demanding applications such as VR applications
and for facility interconnection.

Another key point on the solution presented, is its outstanding reliability, scalability
and flexibility features. Being based on open source solutions developed on a
collaborative environment with a potential trial team equal to the whole Internet is the
best warrant about standard conformance and bugs replacement.
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